connectIT
Smarter business by making better use
of IT! Collaborate with university teams
and save valuable time & money!

Work together with Techstudents coached by professional lecturers and experts

Building on practical
digitization, data and online
sales & marketing projects

Maximum of 50 participating
entrepreneurs in the year 2021

Are you an MSME entrepreneur? Would you like to do smarter business by improving
processes via digitization, innovating your company or using your data? Don’t know
where to start and are you afraid that it will be too expensive?
Within the Connect IT programme, entrepreneurs get to work in hands-on data projects
that save time and money. The assignments are carried out by IT students and supervised
by lecturers and professional experts. There is a maximum of 50 participants in the 2021
programme, so be quick!

“Thanks to smart data, we can now better estimate how many
staff we need to plan on the basis of the weather forecast.
That is good for our cost control and customer satisfaction.”
*Jules Lauwerijssen - Bakery and Lunchroom Royal

“Such a dashboard is a strong and handy tool, with
which everyone has a grip on the project”
*Marc Hoedemakers - Hoedemakers Construction &
Development

connectIT
Target group
SMEs with a workforce of 2 to 50 employees, based in Tirana and surroundings, all sectors, motivated to
digitize their company.

What does Connect IT do for you as a lecturer or educational partner?
Use the most recent knowledge by working with IT students
Saving of time and money for your company
Increase your revenue and stay up-to-date

What does Connect IT cost?
Participating with projects within educational programs is free of direct costs, therefore only commitment of
2 to 4 hours per week is needed from the responsible employee at your company.
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